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these rumors in early January with KELLEY and in particular
possibility of KELLEY calling ANTONOV, in an effort to meet
offer him whatever support and encouragement he could. KELLEY
at time that he is not too well acquainted with ANTONOV
not in frequent professional or social contact. Although it
efforts should be made to contact ANTONOV and to offer him
as felt that, weighed against the possible propagandq value
re-defect, such an effort should not be made by KELLEY

his discussion with KELLEY on 7 January 1959, KELLEY, DREHER,
at which time it was decided that any efforts relating to the
ven ANTONOV by the American Committee should be relayed to
. It was decided that DREHER should meet ANTONOV for lunch

few days and should report on any additional information
ONOV at that time. In addition to his personal contacts with
has received much information which has been forwarded from
DIS, his assistant in the Emigre Relations Division. Before
ngth DREHER/8 opinions and activities in this matter, it would
point to review the information received and furnished by
ve to ANTONOV. During the past four or five months, MELBARDIS
m emigre contacts unverified rumors to the effect that (a) ANTONOV
h with Soviet officials during his visit to the Brussels Fair
hat shortly after this time ANTONOV was visited at home by "a
ed Dombrovsky (?)" who allegedly talked to him at length and
im letters from his long-lost daughter; (c) that the following
esence of several SBONR colleagues: "Well, nobody gives a
re, but Gen. Vyshnevsky writes -- /Esteemed Georgiy Ilich, we
y'"; and (d) Ovchinnikov visited ANTONOV's apartment a day or
-defection.

ving Day, MELBARDIS reported the following observations as
elderly German landlady (and devoted companion), Mrs. Berta
isited the MELBARDIS apartment for Thanksgiving Dinner:
d unusually nervous and ill at ease. He showed me a photograph
a chemical engineer, who resides in Leningrad. The picture

man about thirty with a child about two years old (hard to
boy or girl). ANTONOV gave no details as to identity of his
eresting in this connection is the remard made by Mrs.
Now he's found his family and he may return: By the way, he
ry time I mention his possible return to the USSR! (approximate
to how the photograph reached him, ANTONOV gave a rather
. According to him it was mailed from Brussels, and enclosed
en by one of "his daughter's former college fiiends,"who
ANTONOV's address in Germany (sic:). He also told me that
he letter that his daughter visited the Brussels Fair this
p of Soviet tourists. ANTONOV denies he met his daughter in
luded the conversation by saying that he burned the letter
ssels and only )k

i

 pt his duaghter's photograph."
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to the above, DREHER has reported on his own activities and
at he is attempting to keep ANTONOV under close scrutiny and
every opportunity to donfide in him. DREHER reports that in
rsation on 12 January 1959, ANTONOV talked at length about
e described in detail how he had broken down on receipt of the
aughter. He had been told that she and his wife nt had
rtime bombing attack and had long since ceased to think of
of a family. He expressed agreement with DREHER that this was
ovocation by the Return to the Homeland Committee directed at
he effectiveness of SBONR and the importance of his position
V agreed with DREHER that the smile on the face of the woman
betrayed by the strained expression in the eyes, and that
icance in the fact that there had been no word in his daughter's
did not say anything about his daughter's having visited
he believed that the photo had probably been mailed by someone
bassy at the request of the East Berlin Committee. He
eturn to the homeland was on his mind, but only in a negative
repeating several times it was out of the question for him to

latter part of the week of 11-17 January, MELBARDIS was told
igre contacts that there were reports in the emigration that
visited by Soviet agents during that week. The source of
s not identified and there was no further confirmation.
ay afternoon, 19 January, ANTONOV called MEIBARDIS and asked
tly. The report of their conversation on 19 January is
the report from MELBARDIS as set out below.

, please insert here the MELBARDIS report
which I furnished you last week on the visit
of the two Soviet representatives to ANTONOV's
apartment.)	 See attachment to EGNA 39995.

On Wednesd y morning, 21 January 1959, MELBARDIS, DREHER, and CONDON
met to discuss he above report. At that time DREHER also advised that he and
MELBARDIS were nyited to have dinner with ANTONOV at his apartment on
Thursday, 22 Ja uary. It was decided at that time, that during the course of
this dinner, ef orts should be made to ascertain from ANTONOV I s landlady if the
above version o the visit by the two Soviet representatives were ttue and,
further, it sho ld be suggested to ANTONOV that it might be a good idea if he
were to publish something in the SBONR journal indicating that he had been under
heavy pressure y the Soviets to re-defect but that he, of course, intended to
remain strong a d to remain in the West. On Thursday afternoon, DREHER reports,
ANTONOV called pologetically and stated that his landlady had fallen ill and
he would be for ed to postpone the dinner. In turn, DREHER invited him to have
dinner at his a artment later on, which dinner engagement was subsequently kept.
During this din er, ANTONOV elaborated on the story as reported above by
MELBARDIS, but ith a few notable exceptions. He insisted that he had told
only DREHER, ME BARDIS, and BUSCHMAN of the story and that he had told some of
his SBONR frien s two fictional accounts, one to the effect that he had received
an anonymous letter about his wife and daughter and enclosing a photo and the
other indicatin that he had been visited by a man from the Soviet Embassy who
requested that they send copies of their publications to the Soviet Embassy.
ANTONOV, accord'ng to DREHER, digressed several times during the evening to
talk about what a great family man he had always been and to discuss how very m
much he had lov d his wife and daughter.
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dinner, DREHER took advantage of the opportunity to urge
ct his position in SBONR by writing a frank article as
and indignantly describing and denouncing the Soviet campaign
is not known as yet whether ANTONOV will go ahead with this

has had the most intimate contact with ANTONOV in this matter,
here appears to be much more to this case than meets the eye
is extremely difficult to feel confident in any analysis or

BARDIS, on the other hand, indicates that the rumors reaching
te that ANTONOV has had more contact with the Soviets than he
and may already be under their control. On the other hand,

to place reliance on these rumors since some of them originate
man reputed to have been very loose with the truth in the past.
pinion that we should continue to give ANTONOV all possible
during this period and in discussing this matter with KELLEY
as been decided that such efforts should continue but without
al or obvious moves which ANTONOV might distort after his
ction. It is felt that the statement in the SBONR bulletin
important factor in preventing re-defection or in minimizing
should occur. It is the opinion of KELLEY, DREHER, and CONDON
ANTONOV either through re-defection or discreditation might
d of SBONR as an effective political instrument. At this
n see no one with sufficient standing and/or authority to lead
through and beyond the tremendous shock which would accompany
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